NOTES:

MATERIAL:
CONNECTOR SHELL: STEEL
CONTACTS: BRASS
CONNECTOR INSULATOR: THERMOPLASTIC, UL94V-0 RATED
FINISH:
CONTACTS: GOLD FLASH IN CONTACT AREA OVER NICKEL
FRONT SHELL: NICKEL PLATED OVER COPPER
REAR SHELL: TIN PLATED OVER COPPER
SOLDER CUPS: TIN PLATED OVER NICKEL

ELECTRICAL:
CURRENT RATING: 1 AMP MAX
DIELECTRIC WITHSTANDING: 500 Vac FOR 1 MINUTE
INSULATION RESISTANCE: 1000 MQ MIN @500 VDC
CONTACT RESISTANCE: 30 mΩ MAX

MISCELLANEOUS:
OPERATING TEMPERATURE RANGE: -55°C TO +105°C

RoHS Compliant

CATALOG # PACKAGING
SDH26S 1/BAG
SDH26S-TRAY 70/TRAY